How to apply new
SHADES WHEN DRY, TRANSPARENT WHEN WET

THE REVOLUTIONARY NEW COATING FOR GLASS OR PLASTIC THAT SHADES EXCESS SUMMER
SUNLIGHT WHEN DRY, AND WITHOUT REMOVAL, TRANSMITS WINTER SUNLIGHT WHEN WET.
GENERAL
VARISHADE-2 is a water dispersible formula in concentrated liquid
form which, when diluted and applied to the inside or outside of any
glass or plastic structure, helps you control the amount of solar light
and heat you desire.
MIXING VARISHADE-2 (SHAKE CONTAINER)
For best results, VARISHADE-2 should be applied immediately
after diluting it with water, and not be stored in the diluted condition.
Mix in clean equipment one part of VARISHADE-2 with four to six parts
of water depending on the shading density required. One gallon
of VARISHADE-2 covers approximately 3,200 square feet. Use the
diluting water to flush out the shipping container. For best results, use
warm water when diluting VARISHADE-2. The concentrate will thicken
with storage, but will become less viscous with stirring or shaking.
EQUIPMENT REQUIRED
No special or unusual equipment is required for VARISHADE-2 application. Ordinary blower misters or sprayers can be used or VARISHADE-2
can be brushed or roller-coated. All equipment must be cleaned thoroughly
and flushed with clear water before using to keep VARISHADE-2 free of
contaminants. Rinsing after use is also advisable.
APPLYING VARISHADE-2
Surfaces to be coated with VARISHADE-2 should be as dry as
possible. The mixture should be tested on a small area with a mister or
fine spray, working from the bottom up. VARISHADE-2 can also be
brushed or roller-coated. Apply fan spray until surface is evenly wet.
The VARISHADE-2 coating becomes visible only after it has dried.
When dry it will immediately reduce or shade excessive solar light and
heat. One initial drying is required to fix the coating. It is suggested that
a drop cloth be used temporarily to cover plants that are under an
inside spraying area. If possible, before applying VARISHADE-2 to plastics, allow plastics to age inXsun and rain for approximately two weeks.
VARISHADE-2 WET-DRY CYCLES
You can regulate the amount of shade you desire by the amount of
VARISHADE-2 coating applied. In the sun, the milky VARISHADE-2
liquid turns to a white conventional looking shading material. When
moisture is present by rain or outside water sprays, an exterior coat
of VARISHADE- 2 becomes practically transparent and thereby
lets in maximum light. After the rain or water spraying stops, the
VARISHADE-2 coating will dry and resume its shading effect. This
wet-dry cycle will keep repeating indefinitely.

VARISHADE-2 IN THE WINTER
When applied to the inside of glass or plastic structures, genera!ly, the
normal condensation that occurs in winter will keep VARISHADE-2
transparent and thereby transmit more solar energy. Depending
upon conditions, winter heating costs may be significantly reduced.
VARISHADE-2 also stops dripping.
VARISHADE-2 IN THE SUMMER
The same VARISHADE-2 coating that is used in the winter will be
dry and will provide shading in the summer, with no condensation
occurring. Again, depending on conditions, cooling or air conditioning
costs may be reduced. The inside VARISHADE-2 coating can be
wetted with water sprays to be made transparent.
OTHER VARISHADE-2 INFORMATION
VARISHADE-2 can be applied over SUN CLEAR, another fine product
by Solar Sun, Inc. that controls condensation.
For removal apply a 3% mixture of an alkaline cleaner such as
Soliax® or Spic and Span® in water. Let this mixture soften the
VARISHADE-2 coating and then flush with water.
VARISHADE-2 concentrate should be protected from freezing. If the
concentrate has become frozen, it becomes very viscous. The proper
viscosity can be restored by vigorous mixing.
Even greater shading effects may be obtained by adding a universal
color additive dye such as green to VARISHADE-2 before application.
ADDITIVE DYE
4 OZ. (MIX WITH 1-GL VARISHADE-2) ....................................$9.84
PT. (MIX WITH 5-GL- VARISHADE-2) .....................................$23.49
QT. (MIX WITH 10-GL VARISHADE-2) ...................................$42.26
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